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What do you mean by responsive in the age of responsibility. State the differences
between trade off between responsiveness and scalability.

Responsibility is the element that ensures that the one entrusted with the task should do it effectively.
Authority comes with responsibility and should be entertained. Responsibility itself brings authority and the
power to act as per the requirements (Das, et al., 2016). It is an indispensible activity and should be
undertaken in the most comprehensive manner without any derailment as to the same. In a certain instance as
could be recollected there has been a time when responsibility was upfront above all bindings and tasks. In a
certain event there has been the responsibility regarding the tasks and to meet the deadlines which were not
possible due to the instances relating to the peak hours it had been made possible by the application of priority
and the urgency and the one that required immediate response. Here response plays a formidable role clubbed
with responsibility to be precise.
In the task of trade off between the responsiveness and scalability has to be maintained by the organizations. In
fact scalability is not just improving the speed of calculation it also ensures that accuracy and availability has
to be maintained accordingly. In the matters of responsiveness and scalability it can be said that when there is
the element of responsibility it has to be under a certain parameter. This would help in building t he framework
for ascertaining tasks in the responsible manner (Stitzlein, 2017). Data integration and data accuracy are
considered the final result and has to be maintained because redundant and the data that requires time
consuming are considered the factors affecting scalability. The requirement for the customization has been
introduced by the lack in the upstream process and the subsequent requirement with regard to accuracy and
consistency. Scalability helps in the determination of the time frame within which the task can be undertaken
to be precise.
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What is glocality and benefit to business of glocality?
Glocality is the identity that is made possible by the media the ability to experience and to live in the society
while associating with ourselves in a completely different environment. It is shaped by the power of social
media and its effect keeps on enhancing with the speed and time.In fact it has led to the aspect of vastness and
ubiquitous nature experiencing the culture can access everywhere used as an educational and communication
tool able to influence other people and culture making known and aware in the several places which can be said
to be being glocal (Alvarez, 2017).
Glocalization is quite helpful in the business. It can be used for the description of the product in the globalised
world and the accommodation of the same in the local market, It is considered one of the most indispensible act
to promote the product both locally and globally (Næss, 2016). It is geographically effective and cater to the
requirements of the consumers. It is considered one of the most effective device in terms of steering wheel
across the globe. Business can approach the method to develop and enhance the services of the products. It
would help in the enhancement of the services and lead to the increase in the sales of the product thereby giving
insights for the comparative and ever increasing goodwill for the business.
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Discuss cradle to grave and cradle to cradle. How it is helpful in business.
Cradle to cradle design is considered one of the biometric approaches that helps in the designing
of the products and the services thereby help in the system that helps in the models that
replicates human industry on the natures processes viewing the products and the services to be
nutrition oriented circulating in safe and healthy metabolism. It suggests that organizations re to
protect and develop the ecosystems and natures biological metabolism while securing safe,
productive high quality metabolism (Toxopeuset al., 2015).
Cradle to grave can be said to be the creation to disposal. It is the full cycle for the product. It is
the requirement on the part of the organization to deal with the hazardous waste and the product
performance. There has to be provision for eradicating the deficiency prevailing in the product.
In this regard the instances as to the element of implementation and the execution of the product
services requires immediate attention without any lacuna. There has to be the element of
immediate attention and the requirement thereby has to integrate proceedings accordingly.
Cradle to cradle process helps in maintaining the product and maintaining the synchronization
effectively. It is natural on the part of the organizations to develop momentum in developing the
product and provide the services to the consumers to be precise. It is an integral part of the
organization and should be undertaken by the management in the long run. It would help in
retention of the consumers thereby making insights for productive management to be certain.
Numerous companies use the plastics in the recycle mode to develop into something new. It
helps in the preservation of the environment. It would help in enhancement of the goodwill of
the organization (Wang et al., 2017).
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